CLIMBING THE LADDER OF LOVE
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Moderato

Night-time creeping, lights are dim and low,
Oh, Oh, they
Moon-beams falling, ev'ry heart is bold.
They spoon they

Vamp

glow so low,
Stars are peeping on the world below,
Oh,
croon loves tune,
Cupid's calling to the young and old,
The
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They are delirious, they know they show,
Lovers walking so mysterious,
He's the master, he will rule us all,
No one's faster, he will school us all, but at last hell laugh and fool us all,

They are busy scheming, oh, so busy dreaming, Love is all they know.
He just waits for chances, just to spoil romances, Cupids very wise.

CHORUS
Climbing the ladder of love,
When no one's 'round.
Better take care, now you better beware,
See that your feet do not

slip to the ground, When you are climbing the ladder of love,
Do not

wait or stop, You climb and you climb, till at last you will find, Mister

Cupid is waiting at the top.